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Antiaircraft Missile System S-125 (SA-3 GOA)

The S-125 (NATO reporting name SA-3 GOA), a design by the Russian Almaz Research and 
Manufacturing Association, is a two-stage, solid-fuel, low to medium altitude surface-to-
air missile system designed to protect very important government, industrial and military 
installations against all types of airborne threats flying at extremely low and medium 
altitudes, such as bomber aircraft, fighter bombers, multirole aircraft and also cruise 
missiles. One of the most advanced versions, first introduced into operational service in 
1964, is code named S-125M NEVA, and its variant targeted at the export market received 
designator S-125 PECHORA. The S-125 began to be delivered to Warsaw Pact nations in 
1969, and the following year it began to be deployed with the armed forces of countries 
beyond the Soviet block, among them Afghanistan, Angola, Algeria, Vietnam, Egypt, 
Yemen, India, Iraq, Korea, Cuba, Libya, Mali, Mozambique, Peru, Syria, Tanzania, Finland 
and Ethiopia. Russia is now promoting an S-125 upgrade package to the S-125-2 
PECHORA-2 standard. The S-125 SAM system has undergone numerous upgrades and 
improvements. The system includes a SAM missile launching suite, surface-to-air guided 
missiles 5V24/27 and supporting facilities.



Antiaircraft Missile System S-125 (SA-3 GOA)

The system includes:
Long-range early warning and target acquisition/tracking radar installation mounted on 
two towedtrailers, with one accommodating a guidancecontrol station and the other an 
antennae station;
SAM battery consisting of four 5P73 ground mounted,trainable launchers with two 
ready-to launchmissiles each;
A generator set consisting of a power distributionstation and a diesel-electric power unit. 
Powersupply is also possible using a 220 V AC socket.
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The 5V27 (V-601, 4K91) is a two-stage, solid-fuel, low to medium-altitude SAM. Two ready missiles
travel in tandem on a modified truck or tracked vehicle from which the crew loads the missiles into a
ground-mounted, trainable launcher for firing. Both twin and quadruple launchers are in use. The
missile has four large rectangular fins mounted on the first (boosting) stage just forward of the rear,
which are folded when not in flight. The rear end of the fin is hinged where it attaches to the body of
the missile. When the missile is launched, the force causes each fin to pivot round 90° to its flight
position. This section of the missile is jettisoned after its 2..4 secondburn is completed. The 20 second
burn solid fuel sustainer rocket is fitted with eight more fins: four stabilizing fins at the rear which
double as antennae for guidance data (the missile is unguided until its first stage burn is complete),
and a further four small fins on the nose for steering. After booster jettison the second stage is
captured in the radar beam and guidance signals are sent via antenna on the rear fins to place the
missile on an intercept trajectory. Guidance is performed by radio commands from the ground
guidance control unit. The missile carries a high-explosive fragmentation warhead which detonates at
a pre-determined distance from the target by command from either a radar proximity fuse or the
ground guidance control unit. To enable the missile to fly to an extended range, guidance is still
performed in the ballistic phase of its path. If the missile fails to intercept, a signal is sent to either
change the trajectory or self-destruct, with self-destruction time being 49 seconds. The missile can
maneuver at up to 6g, and it withstands temperatures ranging from -40oC to +50oC. Six targets can
be tracked and two missiles guided simultaneously.
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ADM Complex S-125-2D “Pechora-2D”

Modernized Air Defense Missile Complex "Pechora-2D" (S-125-2D)
1. Purpose of ADM Complex S-125-2D is as follows:
ADMC “Pechora-2D” S-125-2D designed for destruction of up-to-date and next-
generation aerial threats in conditions of heavy jamming environment. AAMC S-
125-2D assures effective destruction of small-size and low-flying targets in any type 
of radio jamming
Issue of generalized radar data and combat operation control data to upper 
command post;
Hardware, subsystems and data link status diagnosis.
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2. Structure of ADM Complex S-125-2D:
Combat Control Post UNK-2D – 1 set;
Antenna Post UNV-2D – 1 set;
Launcher 5P73-2D – 4 sets;
Set of Control Cable КU-2D – 1 each;
Set of Power Cable КS-2D – 1 each.
2.1. Combat control post UNK-2D includes:

A. Automated consoles (AC) as follows:
Automated Console for Commander (AC-C);
Automated Console for Guidance Operator (AC-
GO);
Automated Console for Manual Tracking 
Operator (AC-MTO);
B. Radar data processing and recording unit;
C. Voice data recording unit;
D. Command-operational communications;
E. Diesel power generators – 2 each (main and 
stand-by);
All component parts of Combat Control Post 
mounted in a box-van which is divided into two 
sections: hardware section and generator 
section. Hardware section includes automated 
consoles, data processing and recording units 
and communication facilities. Generator section 
includes two diesel power generators, each of 8 
kVA. Sections equipped with air conditioning 
system.
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2.2. Antenna Post UNV-2D includes:
Antenna post basement UV-550-2D;
Antenna head UV-500-2D;
Trailer UV-600-2D.
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3. ADM Complex S-125-2D performs the following functions:
A. Automatic receiving, processing and displaying of radar data arriving from surveillance radar aids 
integrated with ADMC S-125-2D and upper AD Command Post, and simultaneous handling 150 aerial 
targets;
B. Target detection and tracking by one of three target tracking channels:
radar channel;
TV camera channel;
C. Target search and detection in active and passive jamming environment by missile guidance radar, 
radar, and by target designation and warning provided from upper command post;
D. Suppression of clutters and passive jamming using MTI system with suppression depth 35-40 dB;
E. Protection against active noise and response-pulse jamming using optical channel, two operating 
frequency of radar channel, receiver wide dynamic range and anti-jamming algorithms;
F. Suppression of asynchronous jamming using special procedure of signal filtration;
G. Tracking and accurate coordinate determination of selected target in modes: automatic, manual and 
combined tracking via radar and optic channels;
H. Automatic computation and displaying of ADMC near and far hit zone, current position of missile-to-
target contact point for specific fire conditions and specific instant;
I. Determination of the first missile launch moment;
J. Launch of two missiles 5V27D and automatic guidance to tracked target. Each of two missiles can be 
guided by any of guidance methods: three-point or half-rectification;
K. Missile guidance error measurement and record;
L. Generation and issue of generalized radar data and combat control data to upper AD Command Post;
M. Diagnosis of ADMC hardware pre-combat and current status, data link, radar aids, missile guidance 
station and launcher status diagnosis;
N. Recording of aerial environment information, ADMC missile availability and status, combat operation 
progress and result, crew actions, voice data and quality of data transmitted via data links;
O. UNV-2D antenna post and 5P73-2D launcher automatic coordinate positioning through GPS;
P. ADMC hardware operation synchronization using GPS-based common timing system;
Q. Automatic reporting;
R. Communications between UNK-2D control post crew members.
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Characteristics Value

1. Number of channels to target 1

2. Number of channels to missile 2

3. Target (bomber type) detection max range, km:
- at altitude 7 km
- at altitude 0,15 km
- at altitude 0,02 km

no less 100 km
no less 50 km
no less 28 km

4. Max speed of target:
- opposite, m/sec
- pursuit, m/sec

up to 800
up to 300

5. Detection and stable tracking of target with effective reflecting surface 
= 0,1 m2, km 21

6. Hit zone:

6.1. Min altitude of target, km 0,02

6.2. Max altitude of target, km 21

6.3. Distance to near zone, km 3,5

6.4. Max horizontal distance to far zone, km: 26,6

6.5. Max slant distance to far zone, km; 35

6.6. Max course parameter of target, km 24

7. Hit probability by one missile:
- at range to 25 km 0,72-0,97

8. Missile guidance methods: - three-point method;
- half-rectification method

9. Target channel operation modes:
- radar channel;
- optic television channel;

Yes
Yes

10. Target acquisition time, sec. 2,5-3

11. Number of launcher connected simultaneously, each 4

12. ADMC readiness (warm-up) time, minutes no more 4 minutes
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5. General technical characteristics
5.1. Antenna post UNV-2D
Solid-state low noise receiving unit for target channel from antennas UV-10, UV-11;
Solid-state low noise receiving unit for missile channel;
Solid-state digital heterodyne with instant operating frequency tuning;
Digital encoder/decoder of control command to missiles;
Solid-state transmitter of control command to missiles;
Solid-state transmitter of interrogation pulse to missiles;
Magnetron automatic frequency control digital system;
Digital high-voltage power supply of transmitting unit for target channel;
Digital solid-state modulator of transmitting unit for target channel;
Digital azimuth and elevation antenna control servo drive;
Digital TV optical system;
Digital navigation and positioning system;
Data digital receiving/transmitting unit;
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5.2. Combat control post UNK-2D
Digital command-to-missile issue system;
Digital target and missile positioning system;
Digital MTI system;
Digital signal processing system for target and missile channel;
Digital synchronizing unit;
Antenna digital control unit;
Digital recording system;
Digital trainer-simulator system;
Digital low altitude target processing system;
Digital launching system;
Digital hardware diagnostic system;
Digital computing facilities;
Digital launcher control, missile prestart preparation and launching system;
Digital command-operational communications;
Digital data receiving/transmitting units;
Digital navigation and positioning system;
*Adaptor for interfacing with IFF system;
High resolution flat color LCDs on all operator consoles;
Air ventilation and conditioning system;
UPS units;
Power supply control unit;
* Subject to agreement with the Customer
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5.3. Launcher 5P73-2D
Digital azimuth and elevation 
launcher control servo drives;
Digital missile prestart preparation 
and launching system;
Digital navigation and positioning 
system;
5.4. Hardware profile
Component parts of ADM Complex 
(panels, units) assembled on:
microprocessors;
latest generation programmable 
components FPGA, CPLD, FPAA.
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6. Operating characteristics
6.1 ADMC S-125-2D hardware assures uninterrupted round-the-clock operation for 24 
hours followed with a break for 1 hour;
6.2 Components, panels, subunits and subsystems have a modular architecture which 
allows their quick replacement with similar ones from Spare Part kit.
6.3. ADMC S-125-2D hardware status diagnostic facilities perform automatic diagnosis of 
System at every start-up of the System, or by request of operator. System equipped with 
self test and diagnostic software tools and control equipment for maintenance and 
troubleshooting. Current repair of ADMC S-125-2D is performed by module replacement 
method.
6.4. The System equipped with trainer-simulator which provides training to combat crew 
personnel in conditions maximally close to real combat situation and heavy jamming 
environment.
6.5. Modernized system is capable to operate under the following environment conditions:
Operating temperature inside box van: +5˚С to +40˚С;
Relative humidity: 98% at +25˚С;
Allowable wind speed: up to 25 m/sec.
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6.6. The System can be powered from commercial electric power line 3-phase, 380V, 
50 Hz.
6.7. The System equipped with GPS-based navigation and positioning system.
6.8. Modernized ADMC S-125-2D is to be operated and maintained by personnel which 
normally operates ADMC S-125М(М1).
6.9. Subunits, units and subsystems are easy accessible during maintenance and repair.
6.10. The System supplied with spare part kit for easy maintenance and repair: single 
Spare Part Kit ZIP-1D.

7. Warranty servicing
Warranty period – 12 months.
Total operation life – 15 years.
The Supplier guarantees, throughout total operation life of the System, to provide 
logistic and spares support under separate contracts.
The Supplier will timely inform the Customer about any obsolete item and component, 
and notify the Customer of all equivalent item that can be replaced thereof.
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8. Survivability and environment tolerance
ADMC S-125-2D conforms to military standards and complies with requirements to 
hardware designed for installation on mobile machinery and operation in static position 
(GOST В 20.39.304-76).
9. Reliability
ADMC S-125-2S has the following reliability parameters provided that the System is 
operated in conditions conform to requirements stated herein:
MTTF – no less 1500 hours;
MTTR (by replacement of faulty module) – no more 30 minutes;
Assigned service life (with periodic replacement of changeable units) – 15 years.
10. Metrological assurance
10.1. Standard measuring tools used for measurement of parameters during ADMC 
operation.
10.2. Built-in self-diagnostic system evaluates hardware serviceability covering no less 
than 0,8 of the entire System.
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11. Software
11.1. Software of ADMC S-125-2D consists of application and instrumental software 
stored in memory modules.
11.2. Instrumental software performs ADMC's hardware diagnosis.
11.3. Software developed in machine-oriented language and disables unauthorized 
access for modification during operation of ADMC.
12. Training
12.1 Operation and maintenance (current repair) training will be provided to the 
Customer's personnel as follows:
- 504 academic hours divided as follows: 288 hrs – theory, 210 hrs – practice, 6 hrs –
exams.
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Tunguska Anti-aircraft gun-missile "Tunguska" (SA-19 Grison)
Anti-aircraft gun and missile system (ZPRK) 2K22 "Tunguska" is an independent highly 
mobile short-range multi-purpose complex designed to combat aircraft, helicopters, 
RC and RPV, lightly armored ground and sea targets in a complex electronic 
environment in any weather and climatic conditions during the day and night.
Its combat capabilities provide immediate cover for troops and individual objects in 
the offensive and defensive battle on the march and under the stress of air attack of 
the enemy with an extremely small, small and medium-sized partly heights.
The composition of anti-aircraft gun and missile system "Tunguska-M includes military 
assets and resources and technical support.
To combat assets include:
Anti-aircraft twin set (ZSU) 2S6;
anti-aircraft guided missile 9M311 missiles in transport-launch container (8 missiles 
on the ZSU);
30-mm rounds with high-explosive, incendiary, and HE-tracer rounds to 1524 and 380 
pc. in Ammunition, respectively).
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Features ZSU "Tunguska"

Range of target detection SOC km 18

Range of automatic tracking of 
targets CH km

10

Impact area on the range, km:

- Missiles 2,5-8

- Cannon armament 0,2 – 4

Impact area on the height, km:

- Missiles 0,01 – 3,5

- Cannon armament 0 – 3

Slant range, km

Reaction time, with 6 – 8

Ammunition:

- Missile units. 8

- 30-mm cartridges, pcs. 1904

Weight SAM:

- No container, kg 42

- In container, kg 57

Warhead weight, kg 9

Technical rate of cannon fire, rds / 
min.

4000 – 5000
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Vertical angle of fire from guns, hail. - 10 - + 87

Muzzle velocity, m / s 960

Maximum speed shelled targets, m / s 500

Probability of hitting the SAM / Guns:

- Aircraft 0,45-0,7/0,32-0,72

- Helicopter, UAV 0,7-0,75/0,5-0,74

- KR 0,24-0,5/0,1-0,25

Maximum speed, km / h 65

Weight, t 34

Crew. 4

The transfer to firing position from marching, 
min

5
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BM ZSU 2S6 - autonomous fighting vehicle, capable of independently or according to 
the target instructions to detect air targets in motion, to determine their nationality and 
degree of danger, fire and destruction with a certain probability of fire guns or 
missiles(with short stop). If necessary, moreover, ZSU 2S6 can affect manpower and 
lightly armored ground (surface) enemy targets.
The principal difference from the similar anti-aircraft short-range is to combine in a 
combat vehicle (BM), cannon and rocket weapons, opto-electronic means of detecting, 
tracking and fire control (radar detection, radar target tracking, terrestrial radio 
interrogator "friend or foe" the impact of optical equipment, a digital computing system 
and drives the guidance).

In addition, the ZSU equipped with built-in hardware fault monitoring, navigation, life 
support systems, communications, automation, as well as anti-nuclear, anti-chemical 
and biological protection. All the equipment and armament ZSU placed on the chassis 
of the multipurpose heavycrawler transporter (MT-T) with anti-armor, giving the car a 
high throughput, flexibility andsmooth running at speeds up to 65 km / h.
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Combat Vehicle 2S6 consists of the following fixed assets:
cannon armament includes two 30-mm 2A38 automatic with the cooling system;
missile, includes eight launchers with ammunition guides and 9M311 missiles in 
trasport-launching containers, encoder, hardware of selection coordinates;
power hydraulic actuators pointing guns and SAM launchers;
radar system consisting of radar target detection;
Radar target tracking;
Terrestrial radio interrogator;
Digital countably-solver; sighting and optical equipment with the guidance system and 
stabilization; measurement system of rolling and course;
built-in test equipment; Navigation equipment; life support systems, communications, 
automation and safety automatics, etc.
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Combat Vehicle Tor 9A330
Purpose and features
9A330 combat vehicle SAM short-range Tor (9K330) is designed to combat all types of high 
speed, maneuverable manned and unmanned aerial targets, including precision-guided 
weapons, operating at extremely low, low and medium altitudes in all conditions radio and 
meteorological conditions night and day.
Combat Vehicle Tor 9A330 consisting of:
Station of targets detection,
Station homing
Digital computer system
Anti-aircraft missiles in the antenna-starting device,
Instrumentation systems, home automation, navigation, operational control, etc.)
is an autonomous, single-channel to the target, firing unit, that can independently detect 
various types of air targets on the move and hit them with rockets at short stop in all kinds 
of hostilities and in different climatic and physiographic conditions.
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Zone lethal area of the 9A330
at a speed of target 300 (700) m/s, limited by boundaries:
1,5-12 (1,5-5) km range,
0,001-6 (0,05-4) km height and
6 (4) miles on exchange parameter.
The effectiveness to defeat the targets of a SAM model, taking into accountrandom factors 
are:
0,3-0,77 for aircraft
0,5-0,88 for helicopter
0,4-0,55 for remotely piloted aircraft.
Reaction time at the location of the CV in place and in motion is
8-12 seconds
The transfer to military (stowed) position
does not exceed 3 minutes
Time of fully load of eight missiles with transport -loading vehicle is
18 minutes
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CV 9A330 protected from active and passive jamming and anti-radar missiles 
(ALP). Effective and reliable range of electronic equipment with a high degree of 
automation of combat operation, provides automatic assessment of the threat from 
enemy aircraft, the selection of priority targets and their firing. Combat vehicle can be 
transported by all modes of transport, including air.
A single antenna-launcher with a circular rotation by azimuth provides quick turn of 
turret with arms toward the target, capture it on the tracking of the station and guided 
by vertical launch missiles, thereby reducing congestion of rocket at its declination 
towards the goal and main engine start.
As a combat vehicle chassis used tracked vehicle GM-355 heavy-duty and off-road, with 
a unified anti-aircraft gun chassis missile system "Tunguska". Installed on it a V-shaped, 
12-cylinder, high-speed, multi-diesel engine B-46-2C1 provides movement of the CV 
medium rough terrain with speed, providing continuous protection of troops from air 
attack in all kinds of highly-modern battlefield.
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Man-portable shoulder-launched surface-to-air missile (SAM) systems

The ever rising role of combat aircraft in contemporary military confl icts dictates the 
need for enhanced force and potential target defenses against air-to-ground attacks. 
Man-portable shoulder-launched surface-to-air missile (SAM) systems are capable of 
engaging attacking aircraft flying at low and very low altitudes. Man-portable SAM 
systems still remain the most efficient anti-aircraft weapon to date, and, in some cases, 
they have no alternative as a means of defeating threat aircraft. The Ukrainian defense 
industry proposes packages to upgrade the man-portable SAM systems STRELA-2M and 
IGLA-1to more capable configurations STRELA-2MM and IGLA-1M, respectively.
The STRELA- and IGLA-series man-portable air defense [MANPAD] systems (including 
license manufactured) are currently deployed with more than 60 armed forces 
throughout the globe. Most of these systems need to be upgraded to the modern-day 
requirements that are made on effective means of countering a variety of hostile aircraft 
types.

Ukrainian weapons designers have developed upgrade packages for the STRELA-2M and 
IGLA-1M MANPAD systems to enhance their performance capabilities to the STRELA-
2MM and IGLA-1M standards, respectively. Improvements in the systems’ performance 
capabilities are provided by means of replacing their standard IR guidance units with 
more up-to-date designs proposed by the Fiscal Enterprise Arsenal Central Design 
Bureau [Arsenal CDB].
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The 336-24 upgrade program for the IGLA-1 man portable SAM system provides a good example of highly 
fruitful cooperation between Ukrainian defense companies. In particular, the manufacture of the optical 
seekers designed for the system by the Arsenal CDB could be launched at the Research-and-Manufacturing 
Complex Progress, and the Chemical Plant in Pavlohrad, Ukraine’s top manufacturer of rocket propellants 
for several decades now, has developed a new solid propellant for the 336-24 missile to enable extended 
effective ranges and enhanced maneuverability performance. The upgraded MANPAD systems can be 
integrated into batteries, each consisting of 4-6 launchers, and they are also suitable for installation on 
combat platforms such as armored infantry fighting vehicles. In the latter case, considering that weight 
restrictions are not as tough there as with man-portable configurations, the missile can be fitted with a 
heavier, hence more powerful propulsion to allow for extended ranges.
By upgrading the available MANPAD systems to more capable configurations, the Ukrainian Armed Forces 
could fill in the current void in their short-range tactical air defense capability.
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AAMS "OSA-АK" is a short range all-weather self-propelled air-defense system capable 
to defeat the piloted (aircraft, helicopters) and unmanned air-attack facilities (cruise 
missiles, remote piloted aircraft) in conditions of hostile active radio-electronic 
jamming.
This System is an amphibious vehicle able to overcome water obstacles with very high 
cross-country abilities and combat capabilities, jamming resistance and short time 
since target detection to acquisition.

Configuration of AAMS "OSA-АK"
Combat facilities:
Combat vehicle 9АЗЗVM2;
Antiaircraft guided missile 9МЗЗМ2.
Technical support facilities:
Transporter-loader 9Т217B2;
Mobile control and test station 9V242-1;
Technological equipment set 9F16М2;
Maintenance vehicle 9V210М3;
Adjusting vehicle 9V914;
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Main tactical and technical characteristics:
Missile guidance method – telecommanded.
Guidance type – three-point, special three-point method during firing low-altitude 
targets.
Parameters of AAMS defeat zone:
range – 1,5 to 10 km;
altitude – 0,025 to 5 km;
target speed – up to 500 m per sec opposite course,
up to 300 m per sec overtaking course.
Number of missiles loaded on Combat vehicle – 6 units in launching transporting 
container.
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Air Defence Missile System "Kvadrat"

Military Air Defense Missile System KVADRAT is designated for air defense of the 
manpower and objects against enemy aircrafts flying at low and middle heights both at 
subsonic and supersonic speeds.
self-propelled installation for reconnaissance and guidance (СУРН) 1С91М2;
self-propelled launcher (СПУ) 2П25М2;
anti-aircraft guided missile 3М9М3.
Transloader (ТЗМ) 2Т7М;
mobile test station (КИПС) 2В8М1;
transport machine (ТМ) 9Т227;
crane;
set of mobile processing equipment №1 МС-1760М;
set of mobile processing equipment №2 МС-1761М;
universal compressor station УКС-400VВ
air charger 9Г22М1;
maintenance vehicle (МТО) 9В88М1(М2);
control and measuring station (КИС) 2В7М1(М2)-«К» (control);
control and measuring station (КИС) 2В7М1(М2)-«P» (repair);
group set of SPTA 9Т454.



Air Defence Missile System "Kvadrat"

Missile guidance method - semi-active homing guidance.
Guidance method - proportional approach.
ADMS destruction zone parameters:
by range - from 0.5 to 24 km;
by height - from 0.05 to 15 km;
by speed - to 600 м/s encounter,
- to 300 m/s pursuit.
- Deployment time on launching site after march - 5 min.
- Closure time with abandon of launching site - 5 min.
By structure, Air Defense Missile System is adopted in Air Defense Battalion, including:
self-propelled installation for reconnaissance and guidance (СУРН) 1С91М2 - 1 pc;
self-propelled launchers (СПУ) 2П25М2 - 4 pcs.;
transloaders (ТZМ) 2Т7М - 2 pcs.;
anti-aircraft guided missiles 3М9М3 - 12 pcs.
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AAMC “KVADRAT” (SAM – 6 GAINFUL) overhaul and modernization

In present conditions of technologies fast development there is a possibility for multiple 
increase of combat effectiveness of any old-type Air Defense Missile System (ADMS) 
with much less expense than during buying of new examples with comparable 
characteristics.
During modernization of AAMC 2К12М1 "Kvadrat-М1" up to level AAMC "Kvadrat-2D" it 
will be solved the following problems:
Increase of operation terms of the modernized systems for the term of not less than 15 
years.
Replacement of the analog radio-electronic equipment to digital one:
- in SURN 1С91М1 – up to 80%,
- in SPU 2П25М1 – up to 70%.
Increase of mean time between failures of the modernized radio-electronic equipment –
up to 1,500 hours.
Increase of combat capabilities of a complex (increase of noise protection, automation 
of processes of air targets detection, targets designation, etc.).
Simplification of technical operation (reduction of maintenance scope, increase of repair 
ability).
Reducing of SPTA quantity and nomenclature on 70%



AAMC “KVADRAT” (SAM – 6 GAINFUL) overhaul and modernization

ADMS “Kwadrat”-2D Main Tactical Requirements:
Quantity of target channels – 1
Quantity of missile channels– 12 (1-3)
Maximum detection range (of MiG-29 type):
On altitude of 7 km - not less than 100 km;
On altitude of 0,02 km - not less than 28 km;
Maximum velocity of target to be hit :
Towards the target - 600 м/с;
In pursuit of the target - 300 м/с;
Damage area:
Minimum altitude – 0,02 km;
Maximum altitude – 14 km;
Nearest zone – 3.5 km;
Maximum slant range – 24.5 km;
Maximum course parameter – 18 km;
Existing of thermal imaging channel – yes



AAMC “KVADRAT” (SAM – 6 GAINFUL) overhaul and modernization

Targets detection and tracking with effective reflective surface 0.1m2

Automated target tracking by thermal imaging and optical channels,
Restoration of operational lifetime – up to 15 years;
Reliability increase (replacement of 80-90% of element base) – up to 1500 
hours of mean time before failure;
Signals digital processing;
Satellite navigation system for topographical positioning – Yes;
Radar data receiving from Radar with digital data output – Yes;
Automated control with Commanding Post – Yes;
Documenting of combat work – Yes;
Means for imitation of air situation – Yes;
Means for complex and autonomous technical control – Yes;
Means for off-line power supply – Yes;
Standardized module configuration, reparability – Yes
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Upgrade of Reconnaissance Radar 1S11М1
The following units shall be upgraded:
receiving system;
moving target selection system;
indication system;
synchronization system;
ventilation system;
reducer of unit 1М1 rotation;
target designating system;
cable system.
and overhauled:
antenna waive guide system;
transmitting system.
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Delivery of "Strela-10" Air Defence Missile System

STRELA-10 ADMS 9А34 Combat Vehicle defeats aerodynamical targets with 
encounter speed up to 415 m/s (and up to 310 m/s – pursuit), at altitude from 0.025 
km up to 3.5 km, and range from 0.8 up to 5 km with course parameter being up to 3 
km. Provided there is target designation from control stations, and no jamming 
interference, target hitting probability with one anti-aircraft guided missile (AAG 
Missiles), for a single target maneuvering with G Force 3-5 g, no less than 0.5-0.6.
9А34 Combat Vehicle is air transportable (can be transported by Aircraft Аn-12B and 
Helicopter Мi-6) and capable of negotiating water obstacles. Combat Vehicle weight 
is 12.5 t.
9А35 Commander's Combat Vehicle is equipped with 9С16 Jamming-Protected 
Passive Radio Direction Finder, while 9А34 Combat Vehicle does not have this 
equipment on board.
AAG Missile type used - 9М37
9А34 (9А35) Combat Vehicle is equipped with 9С86 Launch Zone Assessment System 
automatically generating data to workout required lead angles which ensures timely 
missile launching.



Delivery of "Strela-10" Air Defence Missile System

Anti-Aircraft Guided Missile 9М37
9М37 Anti-Aircraft Guided Missile aerodynamic configuration is of canard type. 9М37 
Anti-Aircraft Guided Missile uses passive self-guidance.
STRELA-10 ADMS 9М37 AAG Missile includes double-spectrum self-homing head: 
photoconrtasting spectrum (0.4-0.8 mcm) and infrared spectrum (3.5-5 mcm), which 
increases combat capabilities of ADMS at target encounter and pursuit firing, as well as 
under severe weather conditions and jamming. The photoconrtasting channel is used at 
shooting approaching targets, and as a reserve one for, as opposed to the thermal 
(infrared) channel it does not require cooling that can be done only during single 
prelaunch preparation of AAG Missile.
In order to limit missile roll turning speed, AAG Missile has wings allocated in the rear 
and rollerons which are separate from the wings and do not have incoming-air-flow 
rotated rotors common for them. Rollerons are connected with gas-dynamic rotation 
rotors allocated inside the missile body.
In order to increase efficiency of weapon, instead of fragments 9М37 AAG Missile is filled 
with rod (edged) destruction elements weighing up to 9 g and scattering with speed up 
to 1300 m/s. warhead explosive weight is 1.1 kg.
9М37 Missile length is 2.19 m.
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The "BUK" Ground Force Air Defense System

Target engagement, km

range 3,32…35

ceiling 0,015..20-222

Single-launch kill probability for

fighter aircraft 0,8…0,95

helicopter 0,3…0,6

cruise missile 0,4…0,6

Maximum velocity of targets being engaged, m/s 800

Response time, seconds 22

Missile velocity, m/s 850

Missile weight, kg 685

Warhead weight, kg 70

Number of channels per target 2

Number of channels per missile 3

Emplacement/displacement time, minutes 5

Number of missiles deployed on one carrier vehicle 4



The "BUK" Ground Force Air Defense System

The BUK ground force air defense system (NATO reporting name SA-11 Gadfly) is 
designed to operate in intense electronic countermeasure environments for defeating 
aerodynamic targets (LANS-type ballistic missiles objective) flying at low and medium 
altitudes at speeds of up to 830 m/s and maneuvering at up to 10-12g – at ranges of up 
to 30 kilometers. The air defense missile system BUK-M1 is the next logical step in the 
evolution of the BUK SAM system. The BUK series SAM systems are designed, 
developed and manufactured in Russia. The BUK-M1 air defense missile system is 
deployed with the armed forces of Ukraine and a number of other countries.
The BUK-M1 system includes:
Air defense guided missiles 9M38M1;
Command post 9S470M1;
Early warning and target designation radar unit 9S18M1 KUPOL-M1;
Self-propelled SAM launching system 9A310M1;
Launcher-loader module 9A39.



The "BUK" Ground Force Air Defense System

The 9A310M1 launcher provides a considerable improvement over the earlier 9A310, with 
the target detection, lock-on and autotracking range performance increased by 25-30%, and 
the target classification capability for aircraft, ballistic missiles and helicopters raised to 0.6 
minimum. The 9A310M1 uses 72 literal illuminating frequencies (which is twice the number 
of illuminating frequencies used by the 9A310), enabling an enhanced resistance to 
jamming and self-interference. In contrast to the BUK 9S470 command post, the 9S470M1 is 
capable of concurrently receiving information from own early warning and target 
designation radar and data on six targets being tracked at a time, provided by divisional tank 
or motorized infantry air defense operations station. It also supports training requirement 
for air defense units attached to battalion through division level.
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Air Defense Missile Systems VEGA S-200

Perfomance capability С200А С-200В С-200Д

Number of channels per target 1 1 1

Number of channels per missile 2 2 2

Effective engagement range, km 17-180 17-240 17-300

Effective engagement altitude, km 0,5-40 0,5-40 0,3-40

Length of missile, mm 10600 10800 10800

Missile sustainer diameter, mm 860 860 860

Launch weight, kg - 7100 8000

Warhead weight, kg 217 217 217

Single-launch kill probability 0,45-0,98 0,66-0,99 0,72-0,99



Air Defense Missile Systems VEGA S-200

The S-200 (NATO reporting name SA-5 GAMMON), a design by the Almaz-Antey Central
Design Bureau of Russia, is a weatherproof long-range strategic air defense missile
system intended to intercept and defeat all manner of airborne threats such as the
current-generation and prospective aircraft, airborne command posts, jamming
dispenser systems and other airborne targets, either manned or pilotless – flying at up to
4300 km/h at altitudes from 300 to 40,000 meters – at ranges up to 300 kilometers and
in the presence of substantial jamming. The S-200 SAM system has undergone numerous
upgrades and modifications.
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Air Defense Missile Systems S-300PS

Air defense weapons systems are holding a special place within the Ukrainian Armed 
Forces’ weapons arsenal. These weapons systems, operating in a stand-by combat duty 
mode, are providing the most important government buildings and industrial and military 
installations with robust protection and defense against air-launched threats of all types. 
This task is assigned to the surface-to-air missile (SAM) system of the S-300PS (NATO 
reporting name SA-10 GRUMBLE) type, which was designed by the Almaz Central Design 
Bureau in the Russian Federation.



Air Defense Missile Systems S-300PS

Target engagement range, km

maximum (aerodynamic target) 75

maximum (short-range ballistic missile) 25

minimum 5

Target engagement ceiling, km

minimum (aerodynamic target) 0,025

maximum (aerodynamic target) 27

Maximum surface-to-air missile velocity, m/s ≤2000

Target velocity capability, m/s 1200

Target detection radar scan sector in azimuth, degrees 90

Multiple target tracking capability, number of targets ≤12

Multiple target engagement capability, number of targets ≤6

Multiple missile guidance capability, number of targets ≤12

Rate of missile launches per second 3-5

Emplacement/displacement time, minutes 5/5

Allowance of ready-to-launch missiles ≤48



Air Defense Missile Systems S-300PS

The S-300PS/PMU SAM system includes:
All-round-looking target detection radar sensor unit;
Multi-role target illumination and missile guidance radar;
Assigned self-sustained omnidirectional scanning target detection and sighting system;
Air defense missile launching systems;
Air defense missiles;
Missile control and guidance facilities.
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Antiaircraft Missile Systems S-300PT

Multi-channel Antiaircraft Missile System (AAMS) S-300PТ is designed for defensive 
purpose of administrative, industrial and military buildings and objects against all 
kind air attacks. AAMS S-300PТ is capable to defeat up-to-date and future-technology 
aircraft, cruise missiles, ballistic and other targets flying at speed up to 1200 m/sec in 
conditions of massive air attack, heavy tactic and jamming conditions. AAMS S-300PT 
is an all-weather system and can be operated in various climate zones.
Structurally AAMS S-300PT includes the following:
1. Illumination and guidance radar 5N63-1 (RPN);
2. Up to four launching systems where each of them includes equipment container F3 
and three launchers (PU) 5P851А;
3. Low-altitude target detector (NVО) 5N66М
4. Antiaircraft guided missiles 5V55R (5V55К);
5. Technical support and power supply facilities.
AAMS S-300PT can operate independently, as well as be a part of Air Defense Missile 
System. In such case AAMS S-300PT operation is controlled from Combat Control Post 
5К56, Command Post BAIKAL-1 via data-transmission communication.



Antiaircraft Missile Systems S-300PT

Defeatarealimits, km

- far range (aerial/ballistic target) 75 / 40

- near range 5

Target defeat altitude, km

- minimum (aerial target) 0,025

- maximum (aerial target) 27

Maximum speed of target, m/sec 1200

Illumination and guidance radar scanning 
sector (azimuth), degree

90

Numberoftargetstrackedsimultaneously up to6

Number of targets being fired simultaneously 6

Numberofmissilesbeing aimedsimultaneously up to 12

Fire rate, sec 3 - 5

Deployment / folding-down time, hours 4,5 / 3

Number of missiles per system up to 48

Target defeat probability:

- aerial target 0,7 – 0,94

- ballistic target 0,4 – 0,7

- cruise missile 0,4 – 0,8
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Technical Proposal Establishment Of Up-To-Date Air Defense System

Central AF and AD Command Post is designated for implementation of the following 
main tasks:
collection and processing of radar data from radio engineering units and subunits, 
subordinate command posts of fighter aviation, surface-to-air missile forces and air 
defense forces, as well as from an air traffic control system (ATCS);
data exchange with interacting command posts;
comparison of radar data coming from different sources;
decision making as to flying vehicle nationality;
guidance tasking for fighter aviation;
target distribution and designation for surface-to-air missile forces and air defense 
units.
Data Interface
Data interface of Central AF and AD Command Post with radar stations of USSR, USA, 
France, China and other countries origin is provided at Customer's request.
AAMD System Control Capabilities:
AAMD systems of USSR origin - S-200, S-75 Volga, С-125 Pechora, 2К12 Kvadrat, 9К33 
Osa;
AAMD systems manufactured by other countries - at Customer's request.



Technical Proposal Establishment Of Up-To-Date Air Defense System

Composition of a standard Central AF and AD Command Post:
automated work station of AF and AD Commander;
automated work station of AF and AD Chief of Stuff;
automated work station of Chief of Radio Engineering Forces;
automated work station of Chief of Fighter Aviation;
automated work station of Chief of Surface-to-Air Missile Forces;
automated work station of AD Facilities Guidance Officer;
automated work station of Radio AD Facilities Engineering Officer;
automated work station of Test Flight Aviation Control Officer;
automated work station of Combat Control Officer;
automated work station of Main Navigator of Fighter Aviation;
automated work station of Surface-to-Air Missile Officer;
automated work station of Civil Aviation Air Traffic Control Centers Interacting Officer;
automated work station of Chief Engineer of Central AF and AD Command Post;
work Station for recorded information playback/display.
Every automated work station is equipped with individual means for information display and 
entry.
Moreover, Central AF and AD Command Post is equipped with a general display screen - a 
projector enabling all combat crew to monitor simultaneously a current situation on a big screen.
All automated work stations are interconnected into a local computer network via a common 
processing server based on a high-performance industrial computer with open architecture which 
allows upgrading its capabilities when required.
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"MODULE" Mobile Automated Control Post

MODULE Mobile Automated Control Post (С2 system)
is the basic component of Automated System of reception, processing and 
transmitting of radar data. Is designed to provide automated collation, processing 
and displaying of data from radar positions (primary and secondary, analogue and 
digital) and radio height finders; transmitting of processed and integrated 
information about air situation to the high-leveled Command Posts.
Advanteges
Module design principle;
Unification of hardware, data processing tools and facilities;
Flexibility of structure;
Capability of connection and usage in automatic mode of different types of radar 
data sources - from "old fashioned" analogue radar positions to modern (existing and 
prospective) digital radars;
Easy upgradeability and extendibility according to Customer requirements.
"MODULE" integrates several separate sub-systems providing different functions of 
data handling: collation, processing, displaying, transmitting, recording. Unified 
hardware and - to a great extent - software of all sub-systems increases availability of 
the equipment and flexibility of its structure.



"MODULE" Mobile Automated Control Post

Number of simultaneously tracked and controlled targets 
(including active jammers)

200 (40)

Operation Limits:
-coordinates (km)
-height (km)
-speed (km/h)

1600
0-99
to 3600

Accuracy parameters:
-coordinates (m)
-height (m)

200
10-300

Height information renewal period corresponds to the revolution period of main radar

Target initiation and tracking mode аutomatic

Track initiation period 3 revolution periods of the main radar

Interfaced radar types:
-analogue
-digital

P-18, P-14, 5N84, 5N84A, 44G6, 5N87, P-37
19G6, 35D6, 22G6, 55G6 and similar

Interfaced radio height-finders PRV-9, 11, 13, 16, 17

Number of simultaneously connected radar data sources:
-remote
-local

8
8 (including up to 4 height-finders)

Number of simultaneously interfaced users no limitations
Data transmitting rate in the data line (bps) 9600



"MODULE" Mobile Automated Control Post
Types of interfaced automation complexes:
-Electronic Reconnaissance
-Air Defense Missiles
-Fighter Aviation

68K6, 5N60, 5НN3M, 5D91, 86Z6, 5U69
5N75, 5S99, 5N37, 73N6, 9S52, 9S52M
5K34

Data Exchange protocols with interfaced facilities 
and command posts

ASTERIX; other protocols - as required by 
interfaced unit

Speakerphone and Telephone Communication 
Equipment

Provides operative and command speakerphone 
and telephone connection, and transceivers 
control

Mean time between failures (MTBF) (hours) 10000

Power consumption (kW)
-main equipment and facilities
-supplementary equipment (light, heating, 
conditioning)

up to 2
up to 4

Time of deployment (hours)
Time of closing down (hours)

less than 1
less than 1

Number of transportation units 1

Operating personnel:
-engineer
-maintenance technician
-driver-electrician

1
1
1



"MODULE" Mobile Automated Control Post

Universality
On the basis of the automated mobile 
command post "MODULE" the following 
command posts of the AAMS can be 
used:
groups of battalions C-75;
groups of battalions C-125;
groups of batteries "Kvadrat";
groups of batteries "Osa"
of the mixed structure (AAMS C-75, C-
125, "Kvadrat", "Osa", "Shilka", "Igla", 
etc.) in any combination.
The structure of the equipment of the 
automated mobile command post 
"MODULE" does not change, but only the 
corresponding software is set. Thus on 
fighting means of antiaircraft complexes 
the equipment of data transmission and 
interface is set.
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The 80K6 is a vehicle-carried three dimensional all-round-looking radar system

The 80K6 is a vehicle-carried three dimensional all-round-looking radar system designed 
to detect and track airborne targets flying at low, medium and high altitudes. It can 
operate independently or as part of regional or nation-wide computer-aided control 
systems. The technology was designed and developed by the State Research and 
Production Complex Iskra.
If deployed with Air Defence Missile Force units, the 80K6 is used for target data 
generation for air defence missile weapons control systems. It can also be used by Air 
Force and air defence elements for air traffic control applications.
The 80K6 radar system offers performance capabilities as following:
The detection and tracking of air targets;
3D location and cruising speed measurement of air targets in the presence of 
active/passive jamming or natural noise, or mix of these two;
Friend-or-foe air target identification;
Receiving flight-related information from friendly aircraft and transmitting the 
information to authorized users;
measuring the difference in flying target levels for accurate target designation;
determining azimuth and elevation bearings of active jamming dispensers;
feeding output data into autonomous imagers;
interoperation with command posts of local and higher nation-wide computerised
control systems.



The 80K6 is a vehicle-carried three dimensional all-round-looking radar system

Operating frequency range S-band (2700…2900 MHz)

Target detection:

range, km 6 – 8 … 400

in azimuth 360°

elevation 0 ... 30 – 35°

ceiling, km 400

Scanning interval, s 5; 10

Detection range for targets with RCS equal 
to 3-5 m2, at P=0.8 and F=10-6, km

at altitudes up to 100 m 40

at altitudes up to 1,000 m 110

at altitudes from 10 to 30 km 300 – 350

Clutter suppression coeffi cient, dB >50

Number of targets tracked simultaneously 150-200

Time into and out of action, min < 30



The 80K6 is a vehicle-carried three dimensional all-round-looking radar system
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The vehicle-carried three-dimensional air surveillance radar system 36D6-M

The vehicle-carried three-dimensional air surveillance radar system 36D6-M 
(NATO reported name Tin Shield) is designed for applications such as state-of-
the-art computerised air defence systems and anti-air guided missile suites. The 
range of the radar’s prime functions includes the detection of low-flying targets 
protected with active/passive jamming screens, and also the performance of air 
traffic control - commercial as well as military. This design culminated multiyear 
development effort by the Iskra Research-and-Production Complex to improve 
and upgrade two of the world’s most commonly used radar systems 19Zh6 and 
35D6, with due regard for the lessons learned from the systems’ operation in 
combat. The 36D6-M radar carries out initial airspace scanning, performs friend-
or-foe identification, discriminates the higher threats, carries out automatic 
tracking of detected targets, provides target data generation for air defence
weapons or anti-aircraft guided missile control systems, and, if required, it can 
operate as an autonomous control post.



The vehicle-carried three-dimensional air surveillance radar system 36D6-M

The 36D6-M radar design provides advantages as follow:
increased chances of detecting small-size air targets (including low-speed tangentially moving targets) 
and also hovering helicopters;
high target coordinate measurement precision;
enhanced resistance to enemy jamming attempts;
the capability to determine azimuth and elevation bearings of enemy active jamming dispensers;
the capability to automatically match target signals against a library of signals stored in the memory of 
the integrated friend or foe identification subsystem; the capability of relaying target designation and 
radar output information via narrowband data links;
high reliability and excellent mobility performance capabilities;
high stability of the true-coherence transmitter;
moving target detection PC-based capabilities provided by a unique Doppler system. The upgrade 
package for the 36D6 radar system includes enhancements as follows:
extended target detection range;
enhanced target tracking data processing capability;
improved operator’s working conditions;
integration of friend-or-foe identification equipment complying with NATO standards (MK-X, MK-XII);
a broader range of performance capabilities;
reduced maintenance cost;
service life extension by ten to fifteen years past the radar’s intended life;
implementation of a variety of interfaces;
integration of customer-specific data links and data relay patterns.



Radar System 19Zh6 (ST- 68U)

To increase a range, a number of processed 
range bins has been increased in the 
processing equipment of the modernized 
Radar 19Zh6 (ST-68U) as well as a number of 
phase filters is enlarged from 8 to 16. It 
allowed to increase a radar coverage range 
from 150km to 180 km in the "rare" triggering 
mode, substantially improve target tracking 
under combined effect of clutter, passive and 
active jamming, realize a capability to 
determinate radial velocity of targets.
In order to detect large-size targets at the 
range up to 360 km, a new triggering mode has 
been introduced.



Radar System 19Zh6 (ST- 68U)

MODERNIZATION ENABLES:
Increasing a detection range;
Improving a coordinate measurement accuracy;
Improving target detection against clutter and noise background;
Automation of tracking and initialization processes;
Adaptation of a rejection zone to interference situations;
Applying color raster display workstations;
Realization of various protocols, formats and standards for radar data issue;
Applying electronic recording of the output data and radar operation modes;
Providing operation at height up to 3000 m;
Reducing the false plots during operation in mountain terrain;
Introducing the target identification channel or the international secondary channel (IFF 
channel MK-X type);
Ensuring high effective trajectory processing
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Modernization of 5N84 (5N84A) RADARS

Nos. Description

Performance characteristics of 
5N84 (5N84А) Radar

before 
modernization

after 
modernization

1 Operation frequency band, МHz 170-190 160-200

2 Coordinates to be measured Azimuth-range Azimuth-range

3
Detection zone of target with 
Effective Reflective Surface (ERS) = 
1m2 with Р=0,5

min range — 2,7 km

Н=100 m 30 km 37 km

Н=500 m 85 km 105 km

Н=1000 m 110 km 130 km

Н=3000 m 185 km 220 km

Н=10 000 m 290 km 340 km

Н=20 000 m 380 km 450 km

max range to target with ERS =2,5m2 
with Р=0,5

400 km 480 km



Modernization of 5N84 (5N84A) RADARS

4
Coordinates 
measurement accuracy

range 1000 m 270 m

azimuth 0,8º 0,4º

5 Resolution

range 3500 m 1600 m

azimuth 8º 4º

Transmitter pulse 
power

700 КВт 8-16 КВт



Modernization of 5N84 (5N84A) RADARS

6 Jamming immunity

6.1

Against active noise jamming

Operating frequency retuning
Manual retuning,
4 fixed frequencies

Jammed 
environmental 
automatic 
monitoring and 
operating frequency 
automatic adaptive 
retuning pitch 0,2 
МHz within band 
160-200 МHz

Wide dynamic band of receiver and signal 
digital processing unit

18 dB 95 dB

Additional extension (by 32 dB) of 
dynamic range due to Automatic Gain 
Control (AGC)

15 dB 32 dB

6.2 Against passive jamming

Terrain echo suppression ratio 17 dB more 40 dB

Moving Target Indication (MTI) operation 
zone

0-300 km,
manual setting

0-500 km,
adaptive MTI, 
jamming map

6.3
Against asynchronous, chaotic and pulse-
responsive jamming

10 time total suppression



Modernization of 5N84 (5N84A) RADARS

7
Radio-altimeter control: 
(provided that altimeter 
extractor available)

— +

Control mode — automatic

Number of controllable 
altimeters

— up to 4

8 Target detection, path shaping

Number of marks per one 
rotation

8-10 up to 1000

Number of paths — up to 150

9 Operating conditions

temperature from – 40ºС to +50ºС from – 40ºС to +50ºС

relative humidity up to 95% up to 95%

Max height above sea level 2500 m 2500 m

10 Warm-up time 8 min. 3 min. (electrical mains)

11 Consumed power 60 kW up to 40 kW



Modernization of 5N84 (5N84A) RADARS
Purpose of 5N84 (5N84А) Radar modernization:
Enhancement of tactical and technical capabilities and combat performance characteristics of existing 5N84 (5N84А) 
Radars;
Prolongation of Radar service life;
Reducing of operation cost and also reducing of cost and time required for maintenance and repair.
Modernization to 5N84M (5N84AМ) Radar gives an opportunity to get new Radar which includes:
Supply of a new Cabin fitted with up-to-date digital and solid state equipment, Remote Automated Workstation, 
power generators, SPTA set, and operating documentation;
Antenna-Mast System on semi-trailer ANP-1 (after repair of antenna-mast system and modernization of some 
assemblies and units);
Supply of two power supply systems 380V, 50 Hz with power no more 85 kW with the automatic switching system 
(ТОЕ.240.80.000);
Modernization of Radar includes:
- Installation of new installation kit instead of out-of-date equipment based on electro-vacuum tubes, old-fashion 
semiconductors, etc.
New equipment includes:
Solid-state transmitter.
Solid-state receiver, included.
Digital processing and synchronization unit (including MTI system) with characteristics as follows.
Operator’s computer-aided workplace;
Operator’s remote computer-aided workplace with remote control;
Computerized air conditioning control system;
Power supply and lighting distribution unit;
Fire-fighting system;
Operation-command communication system;
Switchboard;



The 2D Surveillance Radar P-180U



The 2D Surveillance Radar P-180U

The 2D Surveillance Radar P-180U is a new product f. This product implements all of the 
modern design methods combined with the longstanding experience of the company.
Among its main features are:
full coherence is implemented, due to the significant improvements in radar 
performance;
a wide range of narrow and broadband probing signals enabling radar adaptation to 
various combat conditions;
digital signal processing, including matched filtration, clutter and active jamming 
suppression, target detection and coordinate measuring, target tracking and data 
distribution to consumers;
practically approved reliable software developed by Aerotechnica with a user-friendly 
interface;
only COTS components are used from renowned suppliers - this coupled with quality 
system approval guarantees the high level of reliability.
Equipment structure
Two working places are included in the Radar structure:
Operator’s workstation and remote workstation with multi-windows
color graphics interface.



The 2D Surveillance Radar P-180U

Distance between remote workstation and radar depends on communication channel. 
Remote workstation provides radar remote control;
Data transfer is carried out through the standard detached tone frequency channel with 
pass bend of 0,3-3,4 kHz (physical communication line, radio-relay communication 
channel, troposphere communication channel, very high frequency waves- communication 
channel, satellite communication channel).
The following equipment are included in the structure of the updated radar assembly set 
equipment:
Solid-state receiver, included;
Digital processing and synchronization unit (including MTI system) with characteristics as 
follows;
Computerized air conditioning control system;
Power supply and lighting distribution unit;
Fire-fighting system;
Operation-command communication system;
Switchboard.



The 2D Surveillance Radar P-180U

Advantages of P-180U:
large number of probing signals, ability to choose the best depending on the air situation, jamming 
and combat conditions. For instance, narrow band for near field (good detection against clutter 
background), broadband for long range (large detection range, especially for smaller size targets);
parameters of probing signal - working frequency, modulation type, waveform - are all 
reconfigurable;
reconfiguration of signal parameters can be carried out via program or randomly (plus, 
reconfiguration of probing signal parameters does not affect the quality of clutter suppression);
increase of signal to noise ratio due to matched filtration of received signals, increase of detection 
range and accuracy;
significant (up to 100dB) increase of a dynamic range resulting in high jamming immunity and 
suppression of clutter and weather formations;
efficient algorithms for clutter suppression with wind speed compensation;
automatic combining of amplitude and coherent channels which decreases signal loss and increases 
detection range and accuracy;
implemented functions of a radar extractor for post-detection signal processing (detection, location 
measuring, plots generation, clutter map, scan-to-scan processing, stabilization of false target 
generation, processing of identification signals, data distribution to consumers);
low power consumption;
user-friendly design for easy operation (maintenance) of radar;
efficient monitoring system of all components.



The 2D Surveillance Radar P-180U

№ Specefication Value

1
Frequency band 140-180 MHz,

0,2 MHz discreet

2 Measured parameters
azimuth, range

3

Radar coverage zone:

min range 2,7 km

max range 360 km

4

Location accurancy:

Range 180 m

azimuth 0.4°

Bearing of active jammers 2°

5

Resolution:

range 1100 m

аzimuth 8 °



The 2D Surveillance Radar P-180U

6

Jamming immunity:

6.1

Against active jamming:

automatic monitoring of clutter conditions and automatic 
adaptive working frequency hopping 0.2 MHz discreet

+

high dynamic range of signal processing system (of the receiver 
and digital signal processing unit) - 105dB +

extra expansion of dynamic range (by 30 dB) through 
automatic gain control

+

4-channel dejammer of active jamming is offered as an option, 
providing jamming suppression of 32 dB (at SNR of 40 dB)

option

6.2

Against passive jamming:

clutter suppression ratio (factor) not less than 50 dB

working zone of the MTI system
0-400 km , adaptive MTI, clutter map

6.3 Against nonsynchronous pulse jamming: full suppression



The 2D Surveillance Radar P-180U

7

Target detection mode, tracking :

plots per scan up to1000

number of tracks up to 150

active jammer tracking up to 36

8

Height-finder control mode (option):

fully automatic, on 
condition of 
installation of height-
finder extractors

number of controlled height-finders 2-4

9 FA guidance modes and ADMS targeting (options): +

10

Operating conditions:

temperature -40°... +50°

relative humidity 95%

max asl 2500 m

11 Combat crew 3

12
Start-up time

40 sec.

13 Set-up/tear down time 1 hour

14 Power consumption
3 kVA (without air 
conditioning system)



Radar P-190U

Among its main features are:
- full coherence is implemented, due to the 
significant improvements in radar 
performance;
- a wide range of narrow and broadband 
probing signals enabling radar adaptation to 
various combat conditions;
- digital signal processing, including matched 
filtration, clutter and active jamming 
suppression, target detection and coordinate 
measuring, target tracking and data 
distribution to consumers;
- practically approved reliable software with a 
user-friendly interface;
- only COTS components are used from 
renowned suppliers - this coupled with quality 
system approval guarantees the high level of 
reliability.



Radar P-190U
№ Specefication Value

1 Frequency band
820- 890 MHz,

0,4 MHz discreet

2 Measured parameters azimuth, range

3 Radar coverage zone:
min range 1,5 km
max range 300km

4 Location accurancy:
Range 90 m
azimuth 0.3°
Bearing of active jammers 1,5°

5 Resolution:
range 550m
аzimuth 5 °

6 Jamming immunity:
6.1 Against active jamming:

automatic monitoring of clutter conditions and automatic adaptive working frequency hopping 0.4 
MHz discreet

+

high dynamic range of signal processing system (of the receiver and digital signal processing unit) -
105dB

+

extra expansion of dynamic range (by 30 dB) through automatic gain control +

4-channel dejammer of active jamming is offered as an option, providing jamming suppression of 32 
dB (at SNR of 40 dB)

option

6.2 Against passive jamming:

clutter suppression ratio (factor) not less than50dB

working zone of the MTI system
0-300km , adaptive 

MTI, clutter map



Radar P-190U
6.3

Against nonsynchronous pulse jamming:
full 

suppression

7 Target detection mode, tracking :
plots per scan up to1000
number of tracks up to 150
active jammer tracking up to 36

8 Height-finder control mode (option):

fully automatic, on condition of 
installation of height-finder extractors

number of controlled height-finders up to 4
9 FA guidance modes and ADMS targeting (options): +

10 Operating conditions:
temperature -40°... +50°
relative humidity 95%
max asl 2500m

11 Combat crew 3
12 Start-up time 40sec.
13 Set-up/tear down time up to 20 min

14 Power consumption

5 kVA (without air conditioning system)



Radar P-190U

Radar design
The design of the radar can be changed in accordance with customer requirements.
The radar equipment can be placed on ZIL, KrAZ, KAMAZ vehicle chassis (and similar) 
or in a fixed-position shelter.
As an option, this equipment can be installed in a modified hardware compartment of 
the P-19 radar. A partition is inserted in this configuration in order to separate 
hardware and operating personnel. The advantage of this option is that it lowers the 
price of the radar.
All the equipment is installed in one compartment. Hardware is mounted on the walls 
on specially designed frames providing easy access to all composite elements and easy 
maintenance.



Updating of 1L13 Radar ("NEBO-SV")



Updating of 1L13 Radar ("NEBO-SV")

Composition. Radar composition, depending on completeness arrangement includes up 
to 2 - 3 transport units.
Completeness:

Cabin of antenna-rotary device (АPU);
Hardware cabin (АP);
Diesel power station with two power aggregates 20 KVA (DPS cabin).

By the customer"s request, the DPS can be installed on separate chassis.
Modernization of Survey Radar NEBO-SV is a new development, in which there are 
realized all of modern technical ideas and long-term experience of corporation activity:
• It is implemented complete coherence of the station, due to what radar parameters are 
considerably improved;
• It is applied wide range of narrow- and wideband soundings signals, and that enabled 
Radar adaptation to the different terms of combat operation;
• It is realized digital treatment of the reflected signals on intermediate-frequency, 
including the matched filtration, jamming suppression, targets detection and measuring 
of coordinates, generation of routes and delivery of information to consumers;
• Apply of our own software which is repeatedly tested in operation in the most different 
conditions, and has confirmed its high efficiency and reliability;
• It is used only COTS spare parts from the known suppliers, and that together with the 
certificated quality system has provided reliability of the station.



Updating of 1L13 Radar ("NEBO-SV")

Description
Radar characteristics

Before updating After updating

Radardetectionzone

Dmax 320 km 420 km

Dmin 12 km 3,5 km

Dmax (RCS=1m2) forН: 100 m 27 km 29 km

500 m 60 km 75 km

1000 m 80 km 105 km

3000 m 110 km 130 km

10000 m 250 km 300 km

20000 m 320 km 420 km

Accuracy of coordinates measuring:

Range 1,200 m 110 m

Azimuth 2˚ 0,4˚

Resolution capability:

On range 1,000 m 600 m

On azimuth 6˚ 6˚

Jamming protection :

а) from active noise jamming

Operation frequency tuning 6
(manually)

Automated with 
spacing
0.2 mHz



Updating of 1L13 Radar ("NEBO-SV")
б) from passive jamming

Suppressionratioolocalob
jectsreflections

Up to 45 dB More than 50 dB

Operation zone of MTI 
system

0…360 km 0…450 km

в) от несинхронных 
помех

10 times Full suppression

Mode of targets 
detection and tracking

Manually,
auto-extraction (50 targets)

Automated 
detection(upto 1,000 targets) иgeneration of 

routes
(150 routs)

Bandwidth, mHz 180-220 180-220

Transmitter Tubes(endotrone,withwatercooling
)

Solid-state

Control on range-finder
(at availability of 
extractor)

Automated
(1 PRV)

Automated
(up to 4 PRV)

Consume power Up to 30 KW Up to 20 KW

Switching time 3 min. 2 min.

Combat crew 6 pers. 3-5 pers.

Operation conditions Without changes



UPGRADED HEIGHT FINDER PRV-16МА



UPGRADED HEIGHT FINDER PRV-16МА

Designation
Mobile Height Finder PRV-16МА is a mobile jam-protected centimetric pulse radar.
Designated for detection, coordinate determination (azimuth, range, height), when 
operated independently or through Extractor А1000-H, ensures automatic and semi-
automatic height measurement for targets with coordinate designation from Radars 
P-140МА, P-180У, P-190У.
Data exchange between Radar and PRV is via PS-232С Interface.
ПPRV-16МА has multiple jamming protection:
- against local object clutter and passive jamming - MTI System;
- active jamming (noise, pulse) and non-synchronous jamming - frequency tuning 
capability.
Configuration:
Height Finder PRV-16МА includes:
- Antenna Mast Unit;
- Radioelectronic Equipment with Extractor;
- Power Generator 1Э9.
All equipment is allocated on Chassis KRAZ-6322.



UPGRADED HEIGHT FINDER PRV-16МА

Operation Characteristics:
Height Finder PRV-16МА provides continuous operation within 24 hours with subsequent 
one-hour rest period.
Height Finder components, panels, subunits and units are of modular type allowing their 
standard replacement by items from SPTA Kit.
Power Supply:
- Industrial Mains - ~ 380V 50 Hz 3Ph;
- Power Generator 1Э9 or similar.
Arrangement of equipment provides easy access to main assemblies and units for 
maintenance and repair.
Individual SPTA Kit comes along to support equipment maintenance and repair.

А1000-Н Extractor
А1000-Н Extractor is designated to control operation of Height Finder and make automatic 
or semi-automatic measurement of target height with target designation from Radar 
Station, digital data exchange with Radar via RS-232С Interface. Communication link 
distancing is not less than 500 m.
Extractor technical parameters allow its integration with any available type of analogue 
radars



UPGRADED HEIGHT FINDER PRV-16МА

Operation Frequency Range, MHz centimetric

Average Power 300 W

Measurable Coordinates azimuth, range, height

Maximum Range 300 km

Detection Range for TargetswithSCS = 1 m2 and 
withР=0.5

НTARGET =500 m, no less 65 km

НTARGET =4000 m, no less 220 km

Н TARGET=6000-, no less 250 km



UPGRADED HEIGHT FINDER PRV-16МА

Resolution:

Range 75 m

Azimuth and Elevation 0.5°

Passive Jamming Protection MTI

Clutter Suppression Ratio 7X

Operational Conditions:

Ambient Temperature -40° +50°С

Relative Humidity 98% at t = 25°С



The vehicle-mounted passive electronic long range monitoring radar system 
KOLCHUGA



The vehicle-mounted passive electronic long range monitoring radar system 
KOLCHUGA

The KOLCHUGA provides identification, early warning and location of all known radio 
frequency emitters mounted on land, sea or air platforms, and it is capable of overriding 
‘stealth’ technologies. Unlike normal radars which send out waves that bounce back 
from the target, KOLCHUGA is a passive system. KOLCHUGA’s operation is based on the 
‘passive radiolocation’ principle, which means to say that the radar can spot hostile 
emissions from land, sea or aerial platforms while remaining ‘invisible’ to enemy 
detection assets due to the absence of own radiation. No modern military aircraft, tank, 
ship or surface-to-air missile system can exist without its own radar. Without a radiating 
aerial it is simply “blind”. That is why every aircraft, ship, and ground-based radar 
complex has active radiolocation devices. These devices are always on, emitting radio 
signals. Each specific type of hardware emits signals within different parameters. 
Consequently, a machine on which an emitting radar is mounted can be identified, a task 
which is successfully performed with the KOLCHUGA radar. Besides, at attacking object 
detected by a passive radar is never aware of its detection and so has no reason to 
activate its own defenses.



The vehicle-mounted passive electronic long range monitoring radar system 
KOLCHUGA

Operating frequency ranges in seven portions of the bandwidth, MHz 135-471,
750-18000

Radio sensitivity (depending on the operating frequency range), dB/W 90-110

Aerial’s sector in azimuth (when operated manually or autonomously), 
degrees

±300

Rotating frequency, rounds per minute

minimum ≤0,07

maximum ≥1

Scan sector in azimuth (for any pre-determined sector of interest), degrees 30-240

All-round view spectrum, GHz 0,135-18

Analysis spectrum, GHz 0,5

Detailed surveillance spectrum, MHz 0,5-50

Interval between outages, hours 24

The KOLCHUGA mobile passive electronic long-range monitoring radar system has been accepted
as standard issue for the UkrainianArmed Forces.


